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Introduction

In the first part of the paper we focus on the coristruction of models for non-metric panel data. The
construction principles of the seminal work of Heckman (1981a, 1981b) on the specification and estimation of dichotomous outcomes in panel data are extended to include ordered categorial and censored
dependent variables as well as simultaneous equation systems of non-metric dependent variables. In the
third section we discuss different strategies to estimate the models discussed before. First it is shown that
the model parameters can be estimated in a straightforward manner by assuming multivariate normality
of the error terms and using conditional polychoric and polyserial correlation and covariance coefficients
in the framework of mean- and covariance structure models for non-metric dependent variables. These
models and the corresponding estimation techniquehas been introduced by Muth6n (1984) and extended
by Küsters (1987) and Schepers, Arminger and Küsters (1991). Special attention is given to the problem
of initial states. Second, the approach of general estimating equations (GEE) proposed by Liang and Zeger
in a series of papers is briefly dicussed. A special case of their approach coincides with the estimation
strategy of Chambeilain (1984). The GEE approach is considerably easier toimplement numerically than
the polychoric correlation coefficients but cannot capture some of the relevant parameters in the Heckman
type models directly. In the fourth section we illustrate the first estimation method by reanalyzing data
from the German Socio Economic Panel (GSOEP, Wagner, Schupp and Rendtel 1991, Projektgruppe
Panel 1991) on employment status of males previously analyzed by Flaig, Licht and Steiner (1992). The
fifth section extends the results of Verbeek (1991) for the inclusion of sample selection bias in random
effect models for metric dependent variables to limited dependent variables. Finally, the special problem
of the estimation of random effect models for ordered categorical dependent variables in which one categoiy is an absorbing State is treated. For this case, the likelihood function is derived. The last model is
illustrated by a brief analysis of people who need nursing care. The data come again from the GSOEP.
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2.1

Extension of Heckman's model
Heckman's model for dichotomous variables

Heckman (1981a, ch. 3.3) considers the following model for a latent variable y*t, i - 1,..., n,
1,..., T where i denotes the individual and t denotes a sequence of equispaced time points:
Vit = Vit + £*t

(1)
oo

oo
j
Mit = Xitß +
1t-j,tyi,t--3 + ^2 *j,t-j JI
3=1
j=1
/-I
et = (^,..., e*T)\

Vii

/ 1 if
{ 0 if

t =

K
k=\

t* - A^(0, Z),

(2)

(3)

y*t > 0
y*t < 0

(4)

The latent variable y*t is considered as a dispositionor Utility which is connected to the observed depen
dent variable yit through a dichotomous threshold model. The values yiu y*t and xit are collected in T x 1
vectors yi, y* and the R x 1 vector X{ = (ar, j,..., x,r). The random variables {y,, x,} are identically and
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independently distributed which corresponds to a simple random sample from a population. The model
specification consists in detemiining the structure of the systematic part ßa and of the stochastic part e*t
of the model. A discussion of the difFerent parts of the model specification for ytl is found in Heckman
(1981a) and in Hamerie and Ronning (1993). We repeat here only the most important elements of the
specification.
The first component of flu is the Variation induced by possibly time varying explanatory variables xlt. The
parameter vector ß is time constant in this model which may changed to parameter vectors ßt, t = 1,..., T
that vary over time.
The second component of ßu captures the influence of foimer states of the observed dependent variable
Vij-jJ > 1 which is called true State dependence. If
¥ 0 and jt-j,t = 0 for all j > l
and t = 1,..., T we have a simple Maricov model. Note that the inclusion of foimer states requires
the knowledge of initial states y,o, y»,-I ,... depending on the specification of the parameters *H-j,t • If
the initial states are known and non-stochastic they can be included in the variables xn as additional
explanatory variables. If the initial states are themselves outcomes of the process that generates y*t, the
distribution of the initial states must be taken into account as discussed by Heckman (1981b) and in
section 3 of this paper. Note that the effects of the former states
may change for each time point.
This is captured by
In most applications, ft-j,t is set to ft-j and almost all parameters are set to
0.
The third component of fia models the dependence of y*t on the duration of the State yi,t = 1. Again,
the effects of duration may be different for each time length. These different effects are parameterized in
AIf
= A w e have the simple case of a linear duration effect.
The fouith component of mt models the dependence of y*t on former values y*t_; of the latent endogenous variables. Stmctures that incoiporate this component are called models with habit formation or habit
persistence. The idea behind such models is that y*t is not dependent on the actual foimer State of the
observed variable but rather on the former disposition or habit identified rather with y*tt-j than yi,t-j.
If the initial variables yffiiVi-n • • • • >
^ known and non-stochastic they may be included in
the list of explanatory variables. Otherwise, assumptions about the distribution of the initial variables
i/*0, vt-n- • •.y*-(A'-i) must be made. This is especially the case, if y*ß,y*_l5...,y*_(K_x) are not
observed and only yito, y, _i,..., yt,-(K-1) are observed. This point is taken up in section 3.
Now we tum to the specification of the error term e*t. Throughout this paper it is assumed that the
error terms are uncorrelated with past, present and future explanatory variables (strong exogeneity). The
method of Keane and Runkle (1992) to deal with weak exogeneity cannot be extended to limited depen
dent variables in a straightforward manner. The usual decomposition of (*t is
t*t = Ö« + fit

(5)

where Q, denotes the error term which varies across individuals but not over time and may be considered
as unobserved heterogeneity just as in the metric case (cf. Hsiao 1986). The values of at may be con
sidered as fixed effects for each i or may be considered as random effects such that a, ~ N(0, a\).
In the first case, o, is an individual specific parameter. If y*it is modelled by y*t = xitß + a, + f*,
and is actually observed as in the metric case then a, may be eliminated by taking the firet differences
y*t - yit-i = (x*t ~ xi,t-i)ß + £i,t —
This technique does not work for non-metric models such as
the probit model. In the case of a dichotomous logit model, the o, 'smay be
by conditioning
on a sufficient statistic as shown in Hsiao (1986) and Hamerie and Ronning (1993). If a, is a random
variable, then it is assumed to be uncorrelated with zu and
If
has constant variance
and is
serially uncorrelated, then e* has the typical covariance structure:
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\

where 1 is a T x 1 vector of ones and I is the T x T identity matrix.
More generally, one can assume that ut has a seiial stnicture, for instance a first order autoregressive
process
(6)

e.t = p(i,t-1 + vn

where the un are iid normal with i/,t ~ Af(0,aj) and \p\ < 1. The elements au of the covariance matrix
Z1 of c* are given by (cf. Hamerle and Ronning 1993):

i=s
1~ P
Vis =
2
O* + 7^T2PI<_41
V
1
P

(7)

The unobserved heterogeneity a, may have different effects for each panel wave t. In this case e*t is
written as a one factor model
(8)

€*t = A (Oi + €it

which may be considered as a special case of a multifactor model. In a multifactor model, there is not
only one type of unobserved heterogeneity but there are K factors a,k which are collected in a K x 1
vector c*i. In this case we have
(9)

= Atiöji + \tlOti2 ... + XtKOtiK + f.<
which may be written in matrix notation as

(10)

c* = Aa.i + Cj

where A is the T x K matrix of factor loadings, a,- is the K x 1 vector of factor scores with covariance
matrix $and e, is uncorrelated with a, and has covariance matrix 0. Consequently, VO*) may be written
as
V(et) = A$AT + 0

OD

Note that identification restrictions must be placed on A, #and Q. The interpretation of general one factor
schemes is discussed in Heckman (1981a, ch. 3.18).
Finally, we can assume that there is no specific structure of 27. In this case, all parameters <rt3,s < t are
estimated from the data without any constraints.
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Heckman (1981a) discusses the ML estimation of these models under the assumption that
is noimally
distributed. Furthermore, he assumes that only dichotomous outcomes are observed. Since t* ~ Af(0, E)
the parameter vector of the explanatory variables can be estimated from a univariate probit model for
J which implies that ß may only be
each yu with the usual identification restriction au = l,t = 1
estimated up to a scale factor. Note that this identification restriction is not required for all panel waves.
If ß is constant for all waves then the variance of e*t need only be restricted for one wave, usually the
first (cf. Arminger 1987).

2.2

Extension to general threshold models

A thorough discussion and some extensions of Heckman's models to fixed effects logit and tobit models
as well as to random effects probit models are found in Madalla (1987). We extend now Heckman's
(1981a) dichotomous models in a systematic way to censored, metrically classified and ordered categorical dependent variables and simultaneous equation systems that allow as dependent variables any mixture
of metric and/or limited dependent variables. Only random effect models are considered. Like Heckman
(1981a) we consider the case that the initial states are known and non stochastic or that information about
the distribution of the initial states is known so that the initial states can either be modelled simultaneous!y
with the dependent variables or can be included in the explanatory variables. In this case the T x 1 vector
y* may be written as
y* = 1/ + Jlxi + €*

(12)

where €* follows a normal distribution with e* ~ A/"(0, E). The Äxl vector x, contains the explanatory
variables xa,t= 1
The T x 1 vector 7 is the vector of regression constants. The T x R matrix
II is the matrix of regression coefficients. If fxu = x,t/?t,then II is structured as follows:
(
n=

ßi
0

0
ßi

^ 0

0

0 \
0
...

(13)

ßr ;

In the case of time constant parameters, the vector ßt is replaced

by ß.

Together with the specification of E through a model for unobserved heterogeneity and for serial corre
lation, the above specification of y* = 7 + Ilxi + e* yields a conditional mean and covariance structure
in the latent variable vector y* with y* ~
7 + /7xf , E).
The model is now extended by allowing not only the dichotomous threshold model of equation (4), but
any one of the following threshold models that maps y*t onto the observed variable yu (cf. Schepers,
Anninger and Küsters, 1991). For convenience, the case index t = 1,..., n is omitted.
• yt is metric (identity relation).
Vt = Vt

(14)

• yt is ordered categorical withunknown thresholds T^\ <
< ... < ruxt
and categories yt = 1,..., Kt +1 (ordinal probit relation, McKelvey and Zavoina 1975).
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(15)

yt = k <=> y* £
with[rt,o, Ttti) = (—00, rtii)

and

ritKt+i = +00

.

Note that for reasons of identification the threshold ru\ is set to 0 and the variance of the reduced
form error term of is set to 1. The parameters in ßt are only identified up to scale.
• Oassified metric variables may be treated analogously to the ordinal probit case with the difference
that the class limits are now used as known thresholds (Stewart 1983). No identification restrictions
are necessary.
• yt is one-sided censored with a threshold value rt,1 known a priori (tobit relation,

Tobin 1958).

(16)

• yt is double-sided censored with threshold values rtii < rt>2 known a priori (two-limit-probit rela
tion, Rosett and Nelson 1975).

(17)

In the case of general threshold models several modifications of the dichotomous models for panel data
have to considered. First, the State dependence must be modified for non-dichotomous dependent vari
ables. In the case of a censored dependent variable there should be a dummy variable d^t-j which
takes on the value of 1 if the variable y^t-j has been observed and a value of 0 if yi,t-j takes on the
threshold value. For metrically classified variables and ordered categorical variables a K x 1 vector of
dummy variables ^-3 must ^ defined. The dummy variable t^t_j equals 1 if y*tt-j
*n category
k, k = 2,..., K + 1 and is 0 otheiwise.
Second, the identification restrictions
for the variances
t = 1,... ,T of c*t and for the thresholds
collected in the vector rw for each panel wave t must be chosen with great care. In my opinion, the
threshold vectors
should be set equal across panels waves, otherwise the meaning of the categories of
an ordered categorical variable is assumed to vary across time. This restriction immediately implies that,
except for the first wave, the variances er} need not be restricted but can vary across the panel waves. For
censored dependent variables, no restrictions for a} are necessary.
A further extension of Heckman's model concems the specification of models for a system of variables.
Instead of considering only one variable over T waves one may consider a vector y*t of H dependent
variables over time. Each component of y*t is denoted by y*th, h = 1,..., H. The vector of dependent
variables y* of the t'th Observation is then a H • T x 1 vector of dependent variables observed at T time
points. Each latent variable y*th at each time point is then mapped onto the Observation y,t/, through a
threshold model of the form given above. The covariance matrix E of
contains in this case not only the
conditional serial covariance structure for each variable y*h but also the conditional covariance structure
between the variables across all time points. An example for such a model is found in Anninger and
Ronning (1991).
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3
3.1

Estimation strategies
Direct estimation of mean and covariance structures with conditional polychoric cor
relation coefßcients

For general mean and covariance structures we assume that a P x 1vector y* of latent dependent variables
follows a multivariate normal distribution with conditional mean and covariance:

E(y*\xi) =

i(ß)+ TI(ß)xt

V(y*\x.)

27(0)

=

(18)

In the analysis of panel data, P equals T if a univariate dependent variable is analyzed or P equals H • T
if a multivariate dependent variable is analyzed. 7(1?) is a P x 1 vector of regression constants and
/7(t?) is a P x R matrix of reduced form regression coefßcients. x, is a R x 1 vector of explanatory
variables. S(ß) is the P x P covariance matrix of the errors of the reduced form. 1? is the qx 1 vector of
structural parameters to be estimated. The reduced form parameters 7(t?), II(jd) and E(ß) are continously
differentiable functions of a common vector d.
In the MECOSA program most parametrizations useful in applications can be implemented using the
matrix features of GAUSS. Typical examples are simultaneous equation systems
y* = By* + rxi + c,

with

€, ~ iV(0, Q)

(19)

with the reduced form parameters
Il(ß) = (/ - B)~1r

and

E(ß) ={I - B)'xQ{I - B)~v

(20)

and confirmatoTy factor analysis
y* = Arn + e,

with

r?: ~ N(Q,$)

and

£, ~ JV(0,0)

(21)

and the reduced form parameters
77(i?) = 0

,

£(d) = A*A' + e

(22)

In the first example d consists of the structural parameter matrices B, rand Q. In the second example,
•d co nsists of Ay $ and 0.
Note that the typical structure of panel models, that is mt = x^ß cannot be embedded in the reduced
form of equation (19) directly. If one uses the model of (19) with x, = (x,i,..., x.r)' then the dependent
variables y*t are regressed
not only on xtt but also on all other variables xls, s j t. The parameter
restrictions that ^>ply to die reduced form have to be introduced at the third stage of the estimation
procedure.
The estimation of the structural parameter vector from the observed data vector y, proceeds in three
stages. This section is based on Schepers, Arminger and Küsters (1991). Algorithmic details are found
in Schepers (1991). Computation of the estimates with the MECOSA program is described in Schepers
and Arminger (1992).
6

1. In the first stage the threshold parameters r, the reduced form coefficients 7 and 77 of the regression
equation, and the reduced form error variance of of the fth equation are estimated using marginal
maximum likelihood. Note that this first stage is the estimation of the mean structure without
restrictions as in equation (19). The parameters to be estimated in the fth equation are the thresholds
denoted by the vector rt, the regression constant denoted by 7t, the regression coefficients, i.e. the
fth row of II denoted by JIt. and the variance denoted by of. The loglikelihood function that is
maximized with respect to {rt, jt, Ilt, of } of the fth equation is given by:
n
= 53lnP(j/tl|x,)
«=i

ItiTuiu

(23)

Theformulationof P(y,t|x,) depends on the measurement level of the observed variable y(. If yt is
metric then P(yu\xi) is the univariate normal density with expected value + JIt.xi and variance
ff?, i.e.,
P(.Vit |z.) = Viyuht + nt.Xi, <r?) ,

(24)

in which <p(y|//, er2) denotes the univariate normal density. Another example is the ordinal probit
model that is applied if yt is an ordinal variable. In this case the probability that yu = k must be
computed as:
T*,w

/

<p(.y*ht + Ut-Xi, 1 dy*
)

(25)

The probability of the last equation is the basis of the likelihood used in the ordinal probit model
(McKelvey and Zavoina 1975). If other models are used such as the tobit model (Tobin 1958)
for dependent variables censored on one side only or the two limit probit model (Rosett and Nel
son 1975) for dependent variables censored on two sides then the probabilities P(yn\xi) have to
modified accordingly.
A Solution tothe likelihood equations obtained by setting the first derivatives of lt(jt ,7«, 77*., <r?)to
0 is computed in MECOSA by applying a Quasi-Newton algorithm using analytical first derivatives.
The second order derivatives are approximated by Computing the crossproduct of the first order
derivatives. The first estimation stage yields strongly consistent estimates of TU *ft, üt. and <rf for
each equation i. Regularity conditions and the proof of strong consistency are given in Küsters
(1987).
2. In the second stage the problem is to estimate the covariances of the error terms in the reduced form
equations. Note that in this stage the covariances are estimated without parametric restrictions.
Since the errors are assumed to be normally distributed and strongly consistent estimators of the
reduced form coefficients have already been obtained in the first stage the estimation pioblem
reduces to maximizing the loglikelihood function
n
Itjfatj)

s

' In P(Viti yij\Xi,
.=1

ßt-i ff? 1 Tj, ~fj5 Aj.,

<Jtj)

,

(26)

in which P($it,yij\x»
is the bivariate probability of ylt and yv
given n and the reduced form coefficients. A typical example of this bivariate probability is the
case when yt and y: are both ordinal. Then the probability that yu = k and ytJ = / is given by:

7

Tt,(k)

/

I
1)*'

fTJ,(0

in which ßit = 7* + At.Xi,fiij = % + ftj.Xi

_
, yjlßit, öf, ßij,°j, e
tj)dy*dyl

and y(y*>

(27)

, of, ^j)is ^ bivariate normal

density function. Note that in the ordinal case &} = aj = 1. Hence, <7^ i s a correlation coefficient
which is called the polychoric correlation coefficient. The loglikelihood function hjicrtj) has to be
modified accordingly if variables with other measurement levels are used.
The objective function ltj(?tj) is maximized using the regula falsi algorithm with analytical first
derivatives. The resulting estimates
are strongly consistent estimators of atj- Note that these
covariances are the covariances of the error terms in the equations for yf, t= 1,..., P conditional
on x{. In contrast to LISREL 7 , we do not assume that the variables y*t and y*. which depend on
Xi, are nonnal. We only assume that the errors are normal.
The estimated thresholds ft, the reduced form coefficients
and fit-, the variances
and the
covariances atj from all equations are then collected in a vector kn which depends on the sample
size n. For the final estimation stage, a strongly consistent estimate of the asymptotic covariance
matrix W of kn is computed. This estimate is denoted by Wn. The asymptotic covariance matrix
W is difficult to derive since the estimates of dtj of the second stage depend on the estimated
coefficients fy,7/,77y.,<3y,/ = t,j of the first stage. The various elements of the asymptotic
covariance matrix W are given in Küsters (1987). The estimate Wn is computed in MECOSA by
using analytical first order and numerical second order derivatives of the first and second stage
loglikelihood function.
3. In the third stage the vector K of thresholds, the reduced form regression coefficients and the reduced
form covariance matrix is written as a function of the structural parameters of interest, collected
in the parameter vector d. The parameter vector d is then estimated by minimizing the quadratic
form
Qn(ß) = («n - «(^'^"'(«n " <$))

(28)

which is a minimum distance approach based on the asymptotic normality of the estimators of the
reduced form coefficients. The vector kn is asymptotically normal with expected value >c(i?) a nd
covariance matrix W. Since Wn is a strongly consistent estimate of W the quadratic form Qn{d)
is centrally x2 distributed with p - q degrees of freedom if the model is specified correctly and
the sample size is sufficiently laige. The number p indicates the number of elements in kn while
q is the number of elements in •&. The computation of Wn is quite cumbersome for models with
many parameters. As an alternative, one can use the weight matrix of the GLS approach in LISREL
which may be based on the estimated covariance matrix of y* and xThis covariance matrix may
be computed from the estimated matrix £ of the error terms, the matrix ft of the reduced form and
the estimated covariance matrix of the explanatory variables. The function Qniß) is minimized
using the Davidon-Fletcher-Powell algorithm (Luenbeiger 1984) with numerical first derivatives.
The program MECOSA follows these three estimation stages. In the third stage, the facilities of
GAUSS are fully exploited to be able to estimate parameters under arbitrary restrictions.
The
parameter vector n(ß) may be defined using the matrix language and the procedure facility of
GAUSS. Consequently, aibitraiy restrictions can beplaced on r(t?), 7(1?), ü(ß) and E{ß) including
the restrictions placed on V(c*) = £(1?) in the analysis of panel data.
As a technical note on the MECOSA pro gram we remark that MECOSA estimates the reduced form
parameters 77(t?) in the first stage by regressing all dependent variables in y* - (y*t,..., y*T)' on
all regressors collected in xt without the usual restriction that the effect of xu on
j > 1
is zero. This restriction has to be put into the program in the third stage. If the model includes
8

lagged dependent variables, it may be necessary to restrict the parameter estimates already in the
first stage. In this case, one can trick the program into restricted estimation already in the first stage
by running the first stage of MECOSA T times separately for each y*t which is then regrcssed on
xxt. In the second stage, the Standard batch input of MECOSA has to corrected to deal with the T
estimation results from the first stage. The polychoric covariances and/or correlation coefficients
of the reduced form are then computed under the restriction of the first stage.

3.2

The problem of initial states

For the estimation of the general Heckman model it was assumed that the initial states for a model with
State dependence or with habit persistence are known and non-stochastic or that information about the
initial states could be used in the list of explanatory variables. If this is not the case, one must assume
that either a new process begins at the first wave of the panel or that the error terms of the process for
the initial states are uncorrelated with the error terms of the T panel waves. (cf. Heckman 1981a, b).
Note that the first assumption holds for the attrition process in a panel where the dependent variable is
the participation of a person in panel wave t given that this person has participated in wave 1. At the first
wave, all persons participate. Hence, the initial states are known and a new process starts at time 1.
Heckman (1981b) considers the following special case of the initial states problem:
y*t = ß +

Vti

J 1
\ 0

+ öj + eit
if
if

with

(29)

Vit > 0
y*t < 0

The random effects are a, ~ Af(0, <r£), E(atelt) = 0, e,t ~ A^(0, a\) with a\ - 1.
In this model, the only initial value is yio- What happens if yio is not known and non-stochastic, but is
detennined by the same process as yu for t = 1,..., T? In this case, t/,o is dependent on a, and the sample
conditional likelihood function for yu, t = 1,..., Tgiven y,o is given by integration over the unobserved
variable a which may be written as a = oQr) with t] ~ Af(0,1).

Wo,7,^)

=

n/
n ($(ß +
i=i J -«» i=i

x

P(yia\aari)ip(Tj)dr)

+ "tt»7)yi,(l -

+

+<rar]))1

v"

(30)

where <p(.) is the Standard normal density. The term P(y,oja) is the probability that the random variable
y*0 is either > 0 or < 0. Possible specifications of P(yio|ö) by introducing restrictions on the process
generating the exogenous variables xlt and application of the estimation method of Kiefer and Wolfowitz
(1956) are discussed by Heckman (1981b). However, for all practical purposes this estimation method is
too cumbersome.
As a first simple Solution for this estimation problem, Heckman proposes the estimation of Q, as a param
eter by ML methods. This method, however, yields only consistent estimates of the structural parameters
ß and 7 if T —* oo (cf. Neyman and Scott 1948 and Andersen 1973) which cannot be assumed for panel
data. The limited Monte Carlo evidence given by Heckman (1981b) for T = 8 panel waves in the model
of equation (30) is certainly not sufficient to recommend
the ML estimation of the a. 'sin conjunction
with ß and 7 as a general Solution.
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The second simple Solution proposed by Heckman (1981b) is the substitution of P(3/tol«) by F(xi06),
where 1,0 is a vector of explanatory variables for y*0 and F(.) is the distribution function of the random
variable
y*o =

(31)

+ f*o

This ad hoc Solution is simply the attempt to replace the unobserved heterogeneity in y*0 by observed
heterogeneity in x.o- The error term is allowed to be correlated with Qi and c,-< fo r t = 1,..., T without
restrictions to capture the serial correlation between e*0 and e*t = a, +clt induced by Q,. In practice, this
procedure amounts to the inclusion of y*Q in the vector of dependent variables and additional parameters
in the augmented covariance matrix for e* = (e*0, c*j,..., e*T)'. If c*t - a, + eu with V(at) = a2Q and
Vita) = a\, then the augmented covariance matrix is given by
f o2
cO

\

C\o
v(<;)=

CT20

(32)

(T2a+<T\

\ &T0

/

The limited Monte Carlo Simulation of Heckman (1981b) shows that this approach works better than the
simultaneous ML method to yield consistent estimates of ß and 7. If F(.) ~ $(.), the above method can
immediately be incorporated in the MECOSA framework by specifying
Vitb = xioß +

(33)

Vit = xuß + <?t

(34)

The joint covariance matrix of e*0 and e* m ay be structured as in equation (32).
This Solution for the initial states problem depends crucially on the specification of a model for the initial
states. The key idea is to specify a model for the initial states that gives as good predictions as possible. The model for the initial states need not be the same model as for y,-t,t = 1,..., T. The errors
e*0, e* _i, e*,-K ^ allowed to correlate freely with e*t. If the model for the initial states is misspecified,
the simple Solution will work badly. If the model for the initial states is correct, the ML estimators of B,
r and V(t*) will be consistent for fixed T as n —^ 0 0.
A problem that is easier to handle occurs if habit persistence instead of State dependence is taken into
account. Assume that the following model is formulated with
= 0, + €ft, V(at) =
V(t,() = a\ and
E(cit(ts) = 0 for t 4
y*t = xitß + -ryZt-i + eiu

(35)

Furthermore, we assume like Bhargava and Sargan (1983) for the metric case that the start value y*0 has
been generated by the same process as y*t, that is:
10

(36)

y*o - xioß + ivt-i+ €ib
This implies that y*0 is deteraiined by

(37)

Vto = £ fk(xi,-kß + <-*) = Vio + &i,-k
k=o

where
= 12T=o fk(*,-k- Assume that the optimal predictorof y,o given all observed values x,t, t =
1,..., Tof the exogenous variables is given by
(38)

ViO = Xi6

were 6 is the vector of regression coefficients for the vector x, = (x,o, x,-j,..., X,T). Then y,o may be
written as
(39)

|7*o - m + UM

where Uio ~ ^(0,^) and u,o is independent of a, and eti. The model for the augmented vector y* (.y*o, yf)' can then be written in the form of a simultaneous equation system
yt = By* + rx* + ti

(40)

with the (T + 1) x (T + I) parameter matrix B and the (T + 1) x q parameter matrix f :
( °
B=

0
0

7
0

7

• ••
•
' ••

v 0

0

• •

0 0)
0 0
0 0
7 0)

0
0

0
ß
0

0
0
ß

•
•
• •
• •

k 0

0

0

• •

(
,

r=

6

0

0
0

(41)

ß,

The vector of explanatoiy variables x,- i s x, = (x,o, x,i, - • •, ar.r)'- The covariance matrix V((*) of the
augmented vector I? = (c,o, e*)' is given by the elements (cf. Bhargava and Sargan 1983):

voo
vot

°l2

2

,

1 - 72

1 - 72

. -2
u

1-7

vtt
Vis

The reduced

er2,

t4s

form parameters estimated in the first two stages of MECOSA are given by:

n = (I-B)-Jr

and

27 = (/ - B)-lV(^)(I - B)~v
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(42)

3.3

Estimation of mean structures with generalized estimating equations

In section 3.1 we have discussed the direct estimation of the parameters of mean and covariance structures
for non-metric dependent variables. The model was specified in terms of a latent variable vector y* with
a linear model E(y*\xi) = 7(1?) + 77(t?)x, for the expected value of y* given 2, and the conditional
covariance V(y*|x,) = E(ß) of y* given x,: The elements y*t of y* are connected to the observations yt
through a threshold model. An essential assumption of the model is conditional multivariate normality
given Xi. This allows one to use dichotomous and ordinal probit models and conditional polychoric and
polyserial correlation coefficients to estimate the parameters 1? of the joint mean and covariance structure
of y* given X{ directly. The same parameter vector applies to the mean as well as to the covariance
structure.
A different approach to estimate the parameters of a general mean structure
Vit

+

» = l,...,n,

< = 1,...,T,

(43)

has been proposed in a series of paper by Zeger and Liang (Zeger and Liang 1986, Zeger, Liang and
Albert 1988, Zeger, Liang and Qaqish 1992). Here, we explain briefly the main ideas of the generalized
estimating equation (GEE) approach and discuss some of the differences and similarities of the GEE
approach and the approach in section 3.1.
We consider the original model of Zeger and Liang (1986). Assume that yu, i = 1,..., n, t = 1,..., T",
is dichotomous with ylt = 1 if an event occurs and 0 if it does not occur. Let yti = nu(ti) + Ut where
ßit(d) = ß(xit, tf) is the mean structure of yu and <u is the error teim. The mean structure is assumed to be
correctly specified, that is E(eit\xit) = 0 for t = 1,..., T, (streng exogeneity), and first order identifiable,
that is //(t?i) = n(ß2) => $ \ =
almost surely.
Typical examples for such mean structures are the logit model
H(xit, r?) = exp(x,ti?)/(l + exp(x,^))

(44)

and the probit model
fi(xit,i9)= $(xufy

(45)

where $(.) is the Standard normal distribution function. Note that these models may also be derived as
threshold models.
Consider now the vector j/, of length T{ with expected value /ii(t?) and error term e, with unknown T, xT,
covariance matrix f2t which may have a serial structure. The vectors y, are assumed to be independent.
Assume now that the vector y, follows a normal distribution with identity covariance matrix, that is
y, ~
. Although this assumption is certainly wrong for dichotomous variables yu,t = 1
one may use the theory of Pseudo Maximum Likelihood (PML) estimation developed by Gourieroux,
Monfort and Trognon (1984) to show that the maximization of the normal pseudo loglikelihood function
n
/(tf) = £tav(y,|/i,(t?),/)
t=i

(46)

yields a consistent estimator of d which is denoted by S. <p(y\fj., 27) is the multivariate normal density with
expected value n and covariance matrix 27. The maximization of /(#) is equivalent to the minimization
of a sum of quadratic forms in I that is
12

Q(ß) =

- &(#))'!(.& - /*<(#))

(47)

i=i
This is equivalent to minimizing the sum of squared Euclidian distances and is thenefore a minimum distance estimator (MDE). The asymptotic covariance matrix V(ß) matrix of the PML estimator t? depends
on the first and second derivatives of [In y>(y,|/i;0?), /)] w.r.t. •& and the true but unknown covariance
matrices J?t which have not been specified.
A consistent estimator of V(d) is given by the "sandwich" form
V"(^) = Ä(dy1 B0)Ä0)~1

(48)

with the elements

t=i

Hh=iz
«=1

~

(so)

The advantage of this estimator is that it does not depend on the assumption of multivariate normality and
on the assumption of correct specification of the covariance structure /?,. Only the correct specification
of the mean structure is needed. Note that this is the approach of Chamberiain (1984) for estimating a
multivariate probit model for dichotomous outcomes in panel data.
To overcome the ineföciency of the estimator
Zeger and Liang (1986) introduce a "woriting" covari
ance matrix Ei of
which may be thought of as an approximation of
. In the dichotomous case, one
may assume that the variances of yu given xu are given by ^,<(t?)(l - /^(t?)). Hence, only a woiking
correlation matrix Ri needs to be specified as a function of a small number of parameters collected in Q
, that is Ri = Ri(a) and Ei = 27,(t?, a).
The parameter vector a may be estimated consistently using simple least squares methods on the empirical
covariance matrix fli which may be computed from yi,Xi and the PML estimate #. A simple example
is equicomelation where it is assumed that pt,a = a for t ^ s. For a > 0, this model corresponds
to the random effect model for unobserved heterogeneity in the analysis of panel data. Note that the
"woriting'* covariance matrix 27i(a, tf) need not to be equal to the true covariance matrix
which is still
unspecified. But if Ei(a, d) is equal or close to ß,, the estimator d that takes 27,(a, i?) into account will be
more efficient than d. This has been demonstrated by Zeger and Liang (1986) in Monte Caiio simulations
and has been proven by Gourieroux et al (1984) in the context of PML estimation. The estimator d is
found by using the PML estimation with the possibly wrong density function y>(y,|/x,, 27,(d,T9)) or equivalently -minimizing the sum of the Mahalanobis distances:
n
Miß) = £>, - inm'Ei{&, h~\vi - M*?))

(51)

Setting the first derivative of M(t?) w.r.t.i? to 0 yields the generalized estimating equations:
dMm ^ dfnm'^«
Qß
~ / >
Qß 27,-(et, t?) (yj /i,-(t?)) — 0
i=l
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(52)

A consistent estimator of the asymptotic covariance matrix of the GEE estimator d is given by:
(53)

V0) = Ä0y1B0)Ä(d)~i
If

denotes 27i(&, $), then the matrices Ä(d) and B(ß) are defined by:
2(3\

V1
«=l

dd

A -l dfijj'd)
dd,

(54)

(55)
i=l
The GEE approach for mean structures can be further refined by estimating not only the parameters vector
i? of the mean structure with generalized estimating equations derived from the normal distribution but
by estimating the parameter vector a of the covariance structure with generalized estimating equations
as well. This strategy has been proposed by Prentice and Zhao (1991). Again, it is based on the PML
approach of Gourieroux et al (1984) using the quadratic rather than the linear exponential family for
constructing the pseudo loglikelihood function.
What are the similarities and the differences of the GEE and the MECOSA approach? In the GEE ap
proach the focus is on the estimation of the parameter d of the mean structure. There is no need to
assume that y, given xi is normal. The normality assumption is only used to specify the marginal probit
model for E(yit\xit) and to derive the generalized estimating equations. The mean structure formulation
miß) is quite general, it can easily be extended to deal with unordered categorical outcomes. Important
advantages of the GEE method are comparatively easy implementation and the possibility to let Ti vary
over t.
The working covariance matrix 27, is primarily introduced to increase efficiency. The model of 27, i s not
formulated in the covariance matrix of the latent variable vector y* given i, but rather in the vector yx
given n. This makes it difficult to formulate and test hypotheses about specific covariance structures
found in section 2 that may be introduced by specific assumption about the error process or by a simulta
neous equation system. There is no possibility to include habit persistence effects and to solve the initial
states problem in a manner analogous to Bhargava and Sargan (1983). At least at present there seems
to be no possibility to include factor analytic measurement models jointly with regression
models in
the GEE approach which precludes Statistical analysis if the regressors have been measurerd with error.
Measurements with error occur ofiten in economics as well as in epidemiology (for instance in dietary
assessment).
The MECOSA approach on the other hand is more restricted by its assumption of multivariate normality
of yi given xt. Computationally, it is much more cumbersome because the polychoric coefficients and
an estimate of their asymptotic covariance matrix have to be computed. It cannot be generalized to
unordered categorical outcomes. The consideration of varying 71,- is in theory possible but has not been
practically implemented. The strength of this approach lies in the possibility to include tobit models and
to specify and test hypotheses not only about the mean structure but also about the covariance structure
of the latent variables y* given x,- in an almost unlimited way including the formulation of factor analytic
measurement models. Consequently, it will depend on the specific model that a researcher is interested
in, which model specification and estimation strategy is used.
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4

Testing for State dependence in employment status

To iilustrate the model in section 2 and the estimation strategies in section 3.1 and 3.2 we consider as
dependent variable the employment status (1 = employed, 2 = unemployed) of a cohort of 1246 men of
the GSOEP from 1985 to 1988, that is over four waves. The microeconomic specification of models for
the employment status and a discussion of the relevant variables in the GSOEP data set is found in Flaig,
Licht and Steiner (1992). We focus on a simple model for the dispositionto become unemployed:
j/fo = «o + noßo +
y*t = "t + It Vi,t-1 + Xitßt +

(56>
,

t = 1,2,3

(57)

The model includes State dependence. The error term c*t = a, + e,t is decomposed into a random effects
component Q, with V(af) = <r2 and a component eu with F(f.) = öf which are uncorrelated. The
initial State is modelled according to the proposal of Heckman discussed in subsection 3.2 as a function
of explanatory variables z,o and an error term f*0. This error term is allowed to comelate freely with
ejj, t = 1,2,3. The variance V(t*t) may be written as V(e*t) = er2 + a2 under the model. Since the
dependent variables are dichotomous, the variances V(£*0) ä™* V^^), t = 1,2,3 are set to 1. The
covariance between e,< a nd e,s, t^s,t,s= 1,2,3 is a\ under the model.
The explanatory variables in x,o are ALD=duration of unemployment between 1974 and 1984 in months,
ALDSQ = ALD squared and devided by 100, ALH = frequency of unemployed between 1974 and 1984,
ALT=age in years, ALTSQ=ALT squared devided by 100, GZ=0 if a person isnot severely handicapped
and 1 if he is, BB1 = 1 if the person has finished some professional education and 0 otherwise, BB2 = 1 if
the person has a university degree and 0 otherwise, and BST2 = 1 if a person is a white collar employee
and 0 otherwise. The explanatory variables in xlt,t = 1,2,3 are ESTL = employed status in the year
before with 0 denoting employment and 1 denoting enemployment, NBDL = length of unemployment
1.5 years before and 0.5 years after the last interview, NBDLS = NBDL squared divided by 100, and FST
= family status with 0 if a person is not married and 1 if the person is married. Additional variables are
ALT, ALTSQ and BST2 which have been explained before. More complex models have been formulated
by Haig et al. (1992).
Note that the formulation in equation (57) assumes time varying coefficients which can later be restricted
to be equal. In the first two stages of the MECOSA-estimation we estimate separate probit models for
yio and yu,t = 1,2,3 and the conditional polychoric correlation matrix without restriction.
The results
are given in table 1.
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Table 1. Unrestricted probit models for unemployment status
(t- values in parentheses)

Explanatory
variables

WaveO

Wave 1

Wave 2

Wave 3

CONSTANT
ALD
ALDSQ
ALH
ESTL
NBDL
NBDLS
ALT
ALTSQ
FST
GZ
BB1
BB2
BST2

3.409(1.911)
0.108 (5.201)
-0.081 (-1.702)
-0.049 (-0.833)

-0.272 (-2.711)
0.336 (2.524)
—
0.710 (3.443)
-0.149 (-1.170)
0.000 (0.001)
-0.375 (-1.996)

-1.292 (-0.524)
—
—
—
0.715 (2.878)
0.287 (6.852)
-0.667 (-3.433)
-0.071 (-0.536)
0.120(0.688)
-0.192 (-0.746)
—
—
—
-0.749 (-3.560)

-0.107 (-0.044)
—
—
—
0.467 (2.257)
0.296 (6.257)
-0.736 (-3.836)
-0.121 (-0.912)
0.159(0.908)
-0.252 (-1.034)
—
—
—
-0.656 (-2.514)

-2.762 (-1.028)
—
—
—
1.071 (4.509)
0.314 (6.499)
-0.847 (-4.271)
-0.005 (-0.036)
0.051 (0.268)
-0.451 (-1.682)
—
—
—
-0.665 (-2.348)

Loglikelihood

-194.530

-126.946

-124.865

-111.840

1.000
-0.092
-0.046
-0.062

1.000
0.282
0.098

1.000
0.097

1.000

Correlations
Wave 0
Wave 1
Wave 2
Wave 3

The equation for employment in wave 0 is not of substantive interest, although, taking over the model of
Flaig et al (1992), we have tried to predict the employment status in wave 0 as well as possible with vari
ables like duration and frequency of unemployment during the last 10 years before wave 0. Of substantive
interest are the equations for the first, second and third panel wave. The variables age, age squared and
being married tum out to be insignificant at the 0.05 test level as soon as the lagged employment status
is taken into account. The lagged employment status, length of unemployment and its Square as well as
being a white collar employee have significant effects on employment status. The signs of the coefficients
are all in the expected direction. The hypothesis that there exists no State dependence is rejected in this
model. Note however, that the coefficients seem vary greatly across waves 1, 2 and 3. The effect of
previous unemployment doubles between wave 2 and wave 3. Also the polychoric correlation coeffi
cients beween waves 1,2 and 3 which should be equal to the variance of the unobserved heterogeneity
term a,- vary considerably. Hence, a model with equal coefficients for all three waves may seem to be
misspecified.
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This impression may however be misleading since the variance of the error terms has been set to 1 in
each equation for identification in the univariate probit model. Hence, the regression coefficients are
identified only up to scale. Assume that the variance of the error in wave 1 is equal to 1 and that the
variance in wave 2 and wave 3 are
and wf. If ßjl\ßf} and ßf} are the true regression coefficients
of variable j in waves 1, 2 and 3, in univariate probit models only the parameters ßf\ ßf^* - ßf^fuj
and ßf* = ßf^/u>3 are identified and estimable. Hence, the hypothesis of equality: ßf^ = ßf^ = ßf^
cannot be tested, only the hypothesis of proportionality, that is: ßf^* = ßf^fui and ßf^* = ßf^/u$ can
be tested. Setting A2 = \Jui and A3 = \]u*s allows one to write the hypothesis of proportionality as:
ßfh = A1ßf and ßfh = A3^0).
Under the model of unobserved heterogenity the covariance between the errors e', t= 1,2,3 is given by
a2. However, sine« the variance of £* is not identified, only the correlations of e* under the assumptions
of proportionality can be written as: p\z = <^A2, pn =
and P23 =
The parameter
estimates under the hypothesis of proportionality for waves 1,2 and 3 are given in table 2.

Table 2. Partially restricted probit model for unemployment status
(t - values in parentheses)

Explanatory
variables

Wave 1

Wave 2

Wave 3

CONSTANT
ALT
ALTSQ
ESTL
NBDL
NBDLS
FST
BST2

-1.395 (-0.601)
-0.069 (-0.582)
0.111 (0.711)
0.826 (4.126)
0.304 (5.303)
-0.791 (-3.853)
-0.412 (-1.153
-0.641 (-1.580)

-2.406 (-0.933)

-1.149 (-0.523)

1

0.682

1.062

0.517

0.352

0.559

df

14

A

McKelveyZavoina
Pseudo R%f2

0.194 (0.875)

X2 statistic

7.440
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The x2 statistic of the minimum distance estimation of Step 3 in MECOSA has a value of 7.44 with 14
degrees of freedom. Therefore the null hypothesis of proportionality cannot be rejected at the Q = 0.05
test level. The regression constants have not been restricted since the general level of unemployment can
vary over the years. Only the variables employment status at time t — 1, length of unemployment and
its Square are significant at the a = 0.05 test level. Being marned and being a white colour employee
lower the probability of becoming unemployed but are not significant at the a = 0.05 test level. To
compare the regression coefficients of table 2 with the regression coefficients of table 1, one has to take
the proportionality constants of wave 2 and 3 into account. A2 = 0.682 shows that the error variance
of wave 2 is greater than the error vanances of wave 1 and wave 3. Accordingly, one finds a smaller
pseudo R2. The pseudo R2MZ of McKelvey and Zavoina is discussed in Sobel and Arminger (1992). The
unobserved heterogeneity parameter
is not significant.
The estimation of the parameters of a panel model under the restrictions
discussed here is not entirely
straightforward in MECOSA. The difficulties are caused by the fact that the polychoric and polyserial
covariances of the second estimation stage have to be computed under restrictions in the first estimation
stage. In addition, the rows and columns of the estimated asymptotic covariance matrix of the estimated
parameters have to be eliminated if they comespond to restricted parameters. Otherwise the t-values of
the parameters will be incorrect. Hence, the MECOSA programs for the second and the third estimation
step are given in the appendix.

5
5.1

Random effect models under sample selection bias
Metrie response variables

This subsection is based on Ridder (1990) and Verbeek (1991, section 8.4). These authors analyse the
estimation of a random effects model for a metric dependent variable
Vit - xuß + a, + (it

(58)

where yu is only observed if the person i partieipates in wave t of the panel. Otherwise yu is missing.
The explanatory variables may ormay not be missing. The partieipation is modelled with the unobserved
variable
r>t = zul + 6 + T)lt

(59)

which is mapped onto rit = 1 if
> 0 and onto rit = 0 if r£ < 0. The value rit = O indicates that yit
cannot be observed. Note that the explanatory variables for r*t are never missing.
The model for r£ is written by Ridder (1990) as follows
rit

- wn7o + yu71 + ri,<-i72 + • " + riti7t + dkt7t+\ + (1 - ri,t-l)7t+2 + (i + fjit

(60)

The explanatory variables for r*t are collected in the vector wtt. The disposition variables r*t may depend
on the present value of yu from the response equation. It may also depend on the former partieipation
pattem collected in the sequence
, •••, rtl} and the duration variable dit:
t-i k
^ * nn(6i)
k=1 «=1
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If 7t+2 = — oo, then non-participation is an absorbing State.
denotes unobserved heterogeneity in the
participation process and fj,t is the serially uncorrelated error term. Replacing yu by xuß + a, + ut yields
the following model for the disposition to participate:
T-l
r*t - wulo + xuß71 + 52
i=i

+ ditft+i + (1 - r,-,t_i>71+2 + a,7i + f, + eu71 + f)u

(62)

Collecting the explanatory variables
and (1 - r<i(_ 1) in a vector zu and setting
=
0,7 + ^ and rju = cul + fju gives equation (59). The errors in yu and r£ are obviously correlated if r*t
depends on yu.
The joint distribution of the error terms collected in the T x 1 vectors e, and 77, a nd the scalars & and a,
has the structure:
e.
Vi
6
Qi

/( 0 \
0
N
0
\0J

(
crp
0
0

(63)

0
0

In the spirit of Heckman (1976,1979) a correction term for the specification of the response variable may
be derived. Here, we follow Veibeek (1991, ch.8.4) and derive some ofhis results explicitly. Some minor
errors are corrected.
The history of panel participation is denoted by the vector r, = (r,i,..., r,j). The expected value of y,t
conditional on r, is given by:
E(ylt\ri) = xitß + £(a;(r£) + E(eit\ri)

(64)

£(at|r;) may be written as an iterated expected value
EQ(Q,|rt) = E(z+T))Ea(a,\(£, + ^|r,))

(65)

The joint distribution of (& +»?,, et,) is immediately found from equation (63):

C;*)-"((SM#** r))
• -"((s)-(S: &))
From Standard results on the conditional normal distribution one finds:
E(c*i\(Zi + T]i\ri)) = nlxn^Etti + 7fc|r;)
Since the matrix

(67)

is defined as er\11' + o*I, the updating formula for the inverse of a matrix
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[A + bb'] = A~l - [—I—-]A-xbb'A~x
1 + b'A~lb

(68)

with A = o^l and b =
may be applied (cf. Greene, 1990 ch. 2.5). With #21 = ^za1' one finds that
•E(ö«|r,) = £(M.„)£a(a,|(6 + »fclr,)) = aiaAu with

Mi'

T
1
Ji-i £ E<£' * V»\rd
°% + Tai t=l

(69)

The same technique may be used to write E(eit |r;) as
E(tit\ri) = E^yEtieitKZi + rfit |rt»

(70)

and to derive the joint distribution of (£, + 77,, €,). As a result, one finds that E((ti\rt) = otrjA2u with
1
Am = —5 [•£(£» + ^tk.)

T
a1
5—7=—5 £
t.1

(71)

+

The expected values i?(at|r,) = a^0Au and £(e,t|r,) = atT]A2it can be used as correction terms in
equation (58) with o^Q and atr} as parameters that must be estimated. Before this can be done, the expected
value E(£i + Tjit\r,) must be derived.
First, one notes that E(£t + r^lr,) = £^(£,|7-,) +

Hence, we find

E(t, + Vit\ri) = r (£ + EM^nVmirddb
J — OO

(72)

The expected value inside the integral is given by
EV—, |_.
£.\ — \2.r
Or-f
E\J}tt
r,,£,)
t

1\/T
y(C^t'tT
1)<7^
'$((2rit - 1 Xzm + ii)[av)

(TX\
(73)

This result may be derived by setting r,t first to 1 and then to 0. For rit - 1 we have

E(j}it\rit = l,£t)

=

E{rjxt\r)xt > -zit7 - &,&)
i -1
—1
/
VitV<Tln\0,tf)dr)it

)

(74)

where v?(.|0,£r^) is the normal density of r^t. # ((zu7 + &)/<**) is the probability P(TJH > —zu7 - £,)
which is used because the variable rja conditional on r,< = 1 and £, is truncated. With the variable
transformation z= rj/ar, and the well known result (cf. Ronning 1991) that

f
Ja

z<p(z)dz — <p(d)
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where tp(.) is the Standard normal density one gets the result

of equation (73) for r,t = 1. The same

exercise for ru = 0 gives the desired result.
The density /(£,| ,),
r that is used for the integral of equation (72) may be derived by noting that

(75)

The common density /(&, r,i, • • •, riT) may be written as

/(r«'l>r»2i • • • ,riT\ti) • / (^,) = XI# ^(2r«< -

(76)

where y5(.) is again the Standard normal density.
Note that the computation of the correction terms in a panel is, as opposed to the case of the Heckman
correction for sample selection in a cross-sectional sample, quite cumbersome. First, the parameters of
7 have to be estimated using a multivariate probit model for ML estimation or MECOSA for the three
stage marginal ML estimation. Second, the denominator of equation (75) has to be calculated using
numerical Integration. Third the expected value £(£, +17,*|r.) of equation (72) has to be computed using
again numerical Integration. Finally Au and Aj,t can be computed and inseited into equation (58) as
additional explanatory variables that correct for sample selection in the panel. Since the length of the
vector of observed variables yu may differ for each person, the dependent variable in the multivariate
regression to estimate the parameters ß, a^Q,
o* and a\ cannot be computed with Standard regression
methods and programs. Here, procedures such as the multiple group option in LISREL or the methods
discussed in Arminger and Sobel (1990) have to be applied.
Note that the true values of 7 and <r| are not known except for the restriction that <r| + o* = 1. Hence, the
estimates of the asymptotic Standard errors for ß, a^a and anl would have be corrected like in the crosssectional case (cf. Heckman 1976). Because of the cumbersome computation of the correction terms,
Verbeek (1991, ch.9) proposes a simple to compute test procedura based on a Hausman test statstic to
check for non-ignorable sample selection bias before computation of the correction terms. This Hausman
test is based on differences between the estimates of ß in fixed and random effects models.

5.2

Non-metric response variables

Let now the dependent variables yu be censored, dichotomous or ordered categorical, but the structure
of equation (58) is retained for the unobserved variable.
y*t = xuß + a. + eu

(77)

The unobserved variable is connected to the observed variable through one of the Observation rules dis
cussed in section 2.2. The response process is structured in the same way as before and zu is observed for
all time points t= 1,..., T. The argument of the last section for the derivation of E(a, r,)
j and E(txt|r,)
is exactly the same. Hence, for all observed data points yu, the misspecification induced by panel sample
selection bias can be corrected by estimating the parameters ß, <r^Q and <rCTI of the equation
Vit - xitß + <?tQAu + OlTjA2U + <*; + €it

(78)
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Since yu is only observed if rit = 1, the sequence of observations {yu, • , yu} will again be different
for each person. Sample elements, that are only observed in yu up to a time point T' < T are dropped
from the data set alter T'. For practical estimation of the parameters in the last estimation, one must
first compute consistent estimates of Au and A%u and then augment the list of explanatory variables
correspondingly. Second, the missing data pattems in y,t must be identified and the individuals, that have
the same number of panel waves in which yu has been observed, are grouped together. This can be done
since the same model holds for all waves. For the first wave, there is no need to put in the Heckman
correction variables Au and Azu- There are at most T different groups. For each group, MECOSA may
be used to estimate the reduced form parameters of y*t. Finally, these estimates are pooled together in
the multiple group option of the third stage of MECOSA to yield the final estimates of ß,<r^a and aar) of
equation (78).

6

Modeling absorbing states

We consider now a version of the model
Vu = xuß + «, + eit
with dichotomous or ordered categorical Observation rules for y*t where the last State of the observed
dependent variable yu is an absorbing State. The variable yu with categories{1,2,K} remains in the
State yu = K for all waves t > T' if it has switched to State K at time T'. The unobserved heterogeneity
is captured in the random effects a,- with V(a,) =
which are uncorrelated with the error terms eu with
V(eu)= 1.
Such processes occur quite often in panel data as shown by examples from the GSOEP. A first example
is given by Helberger, Rendtel and Schwarze (1992) for the transition of adolescents from high school
into vocational training or participation in the labor force where the dependent variable is dichotomous
and only two time points are considered. A second example is the ordinal variable need for nursing
care with the states {no nursing care necessary, nursing care necessary, dead} which plays currently
a great role in the discussion about compulsory insurance for nursing care in Germany (Pischner and
Wagner 1991). In both examples it is necessary to take the unobserved heterogeneity into account. If this
is not deemed necessary one can immediately estimate ß by pooling the data and Computing a Standard
ordered categorical probit.
To derive the likelihood function for the case of unobserved heterogeneity the approach of Helberger,
Rendtel and Schwarze (1992, sec. 5) is generalized to deal with absorbing states not only for dichotomous,
but also for ordinal variables. Let the dummy variable duk = 1 if yu falls in category k € {1,..., A*} of
a dichotomous or ordered categorical variable with the restriction that ]C*=i duh = 1 •
The probability that yu = kt conditional on xu and a, is given the ordinal probit model with thresholds
ro = -oo, Tj = 0, T>i,... ,rx-i, TK = oo,by:

{

^i-Xitß - aarf)
&(jk - xitß - aarj) - iPCnt.! - xitß 1 - $(JK-l - xitß - oarf)

,fc = l
,k = 2,...,K
,k = K

(79)

Note that the variance of eu has been set to 1 for all t = 1,..., Tin the conditional model. The thresholds
rjt, k = 2,..., K - 1 are assumed to be equal for all waves and must be estimated from the data. They
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are collected in a vector T ~ (K - I) x 1. The value of Q, is written as <rarj, where t?, follows a Standard
normal distribution. For each wave t the conditional likelihood function of individual i is given by:
K
LH(T, ß, <7Q\TJ) = JI P(y,t = k\xiu on - aar}i)ditk

(80)

The <th wave contributes to the conditional likelihood function of all waves only if an individual i is still
in the risk set at time t which is detennined by the value of the dummy variable c,* = II»=i0 — ^%»K) for
t = 2,...,T. If ct =0 then the absorbing State has been reached before wave t. If c« = 1, then wave t
still contributes to the likelihood function. Since eveiy individual is in the risk set at wave 1, c,i is set to
1. Consequently, the marginal likelihood function of individual i for all waves is given by:

(81)

where v?(.) is the univariate normal density. Note that in this way of writing the likelihood function,
the number of waves does not differ across persons. For the missing data yu and
of individuals that
have dropped out of the risk set, any numerical values can be used. Hence, the Standard Gauss-Hermite
numerical integration procedure (cf. Butler and Moffit 1982, Davis and Rabinowitz 1984) can be used
for each individual to compute the integral in the last equation. Unfortunately, this model cannot be
embedded in MECOSA. Hence, no Standard Software is available yet to estimate the parameters of such
models. To estimate the model discussed below, a GAUSS program has been written by Andreas Schepers.
To illustrate the model with an absorbing State we analyze a data set of 388 persons that have been in
need of nursing care in the first wave of the GSOEP in 1984. Persons under 21 have been dropped from
this subset because of their special characteristics. The dependent variable is nursing care defined in the
beginning of this section. We consider nursing care as an ordered categorical variable with {dead} as an
absorbing State. The model is a simple random effects model
y*t = xitß +ai + ea,

t= 1,...,6

,

(82)

where V(a,) = crf and V(e,<) = of and a, and e,t are uncorrelated with xti and with each other over
all t - 1,..., T. The variance of = 1 because the model for yu given a, is assumed to be a univariate
probit model. Hence the size of of can be compared directly with a\. The regression constant is set to
0. Instead, both threshold values, TX and r2 are estimated. The first time point is 1985. The explanatory
variables are WEIBL = 0 if person is male and 1 if person is female (time constant), ALTERD100 = age
divided by 100 (time constant), ZUFR = satisfaction with health measured on a scale between 0(complete
dissatisfaction) and 10 (complete satisfaction) at time t — 1 (time varying), PARTNER = 0 if there is no
husband or wife and 1 if there is a husband or wife at time t— 1 (time varying), EINK = average monthly
income in DM divided by 10000 (time varying), OLD = 0 if a person is younger than 70 years in 1984
and 1 if a person is older than 70 years (time constant). The results of the analysis are given in table 3.
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Table 3. Parameter estimates of a model for the stability
of the need for nursing care in the GSOEP

Variable

Threshold ri
Threshold r2
WEIBL
ALTERD100
ZUFR
PARTNER
EEMK
OLD

Parameter estimate

t-value

-0.435
1.325
0.092
0.724
-1.247
-0.453
0,264
-0.414
0.220

-3.404
64.517
0.998
5.307
-10.755
-5.947
1.543
-3.839
10.149

The parameter estimates show the expected effects. Increasing age, dissatisfaction with health status
at time t - 1 and no partner at time t - 1 generale higher values of y*t with a greater likelihood that
nursing care is necessary or that a person dies. The best predictor seems to be satisfaction with one's
health status. The variable WEIBL is not significant at the o = 0.05 test level. The variable OLD has an
unexpected sign that we cannot explain since the interaction between WEIBL and OLD tumed out to be
not significant at the a = 0.05 test level. In a more elaborate model, the distance to one's life expectancy
should be taken into account. The estimate of a\ turns out to be significant, that is we observe a small
but significant effect of unobserved heterogeneity.
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Appendix
In this appendix, the MECOSA program to estimate the restricted model in section 4, is briefly described.
The meaning of the names of the variables have been explained in section 4. The suffixes A, B, C and D
in the list of names denote the panel waves 0,1,2 and 3. Since the program uses only the indices of the
vector of variables, the corrcspondence between variables and index numbers is given in table AI.

Table AI. Corrcspondence of index numbers and variable names

waveO

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

EST A
ALD A
ALDSQ A
ALH A
ALT A
ALTSQ A
GZ A
BB1 A
BB2 A
BST2_A

wave 1

11
12
13
14
15
16

wave3

wave2

EST B
ESTL B
NBDL B
NBDLS B
FST B
BST2 B

17
18
19
20
21
22

EST C
ESTL C
NBDL C
NBDLS C
FST C
BST2 C

23
24
25
26
27
28

EST D
ESTL D
NBDL D
NBDLS D
FST D
BST2 D

The estimates shown in table 1 of section 4 have been obtained by regressing the dependent variable
employment status on the regressors for each wave in four separate runs of the first step of the MECOSA
program. These estimates have been augmented by zeros to yield a restricted parameter matrix for all
four dependent variables jointly acconding to section 4.6 in the MECOSA manual.
The polychoric correlations of the reduced form and the estimate of the asymptotic covariance matrix
of the reduced form parameter estimates are computed as the second estimation step with the following
MECOSA program:
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/**

MECOSA

-

let

srf= 0.3-0.3;

Command File

**/

8 starting values for regula falsi procedure 6

let NAME
- HECK;
0 input data file 0
let END_VEC= 1 11 17 23;
0 vector of endogenous variables 0
let END_TYP= OR OR OR OR
let EX_VEC -=
23456789 10
12 13 14 15 16
18 19 20 21 22 e vector of exogenous variables 0
24 25 26 27 28;
let GAM
«Y;
let WEIGHT -.
let TAU N=
1111;
let TAU—
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000 ;
let SIGMA2 =
1.000000
1.000000
1.000000
1.000000 ;
let BETAt 4, 25] =
3.40884
0.108498 -0.0811215 -0.0494523 -0.271570
-0.198878
0.000299084 -0.375160
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
-1.292089
0 0 0 -0.071350 0.120203 0 0 0 0
0.715143
0.287117 -0.667141 -0.192329
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
-0.106953
0 0 0 -0.120715 0.159380
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0.467492
0.295880 -0.735902 -0.251616
0 0 0 0 0
-2.762146
0 0 0 -0.005224 0.050875 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
1.070616
0.313798 -0.846792 -0.451427

RUN

STEP2A.PRG;
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0.335869

-0.749421

-0.656112

-0.665418

0.709946

The pro gram treats the parameters that have been restricted to zeros as free parameters and computes
therefore the asymptotic variances and covariance for these parameters. Since only the covariance ma
trix for the non—restricted parameters of the reduced form is needed in the third estimation stage, the
covariances for the restricted parameters must be taken out. This is done in the next MECOSA command
file before the actual estimation is carried out.

/*****************************•******************************************/
/**
MECOSA - Command File
**/
/**
(STEP 3: Estimation of Fundamental Parameters)
**/
/•it**********************************************************************/
COMMENT= "Estimation with weight matrix
•lineson;
/** Output File **/
let NAME = HECK3;

of unrestricted parameters";

/** Number of Groups **/
N_GROUPS=l;
/**************

Loading Reduced Form Estimators

*******************/

/** GROUP 1 **/
{ NAME_1, CASES_1, TAU__H_1, GAM_H_1, PI_H_1, SIG_H_1, W_MAT_1 }
= LOADRP(inpath $+ "HECK2A1
");
/*
The following commands produce the correct weight matrix for
the third estimation step for the case that the first two steps
were estimated under restrictions. Here, the restrictions are
characterized by the fact, that parameters are set to zero.
The following typical pattern is formed:
A_ll
0
A_31

0
A_13
10
0
A_33

*/
screen off;
Output file • heckw.out on;
ro « rows (w_mat_l) ;
6 ro = number of rows of weight matrix 0
w - eye(ro);
6 w = identity matrix @
/*
The reduced form parameters are computed either from
KAP_H_1 if it is available, otherwise from the *.FMT file
of parameters in the LOADRP procedure.
*/
/*
29

kap = kap_h_l;
*/

0 vector of reduced form parameters 0

load _x » heck2al;
rom = ro.* (ro+1) ./2;
0 rom = number of elements in weight matrix @
rox *= rows (_x) -rom;
"Number of reduced form parameters
rox;
kap • packr(_x[8:rox]); 0 extract the reduced form parameter vector 0
rok»rows(kap);
"Number of reduced form parameters without missings";; rok;
wl • 1 - (kap .«== 0);
exvec " seqa(1,1,ro);
exvec ~ exvec.*wl;

0 exvec • 1 2 3 ... ro 0
0 exvec « 1 2 3 . , . ro if param. is not restrictedS

?;
"The indices of the parameters NOT restricted to zero are";
?;
format /rd 6,0;
exvec';
?;
no » miss(exvec,0);
no = packr(no);
no - rows(no);
"The number of reduced form parameters is:";; no;
format /rd 10,7;
w = diagrv(w,

(1-exvec .> 0));
0 The diagonal values of w are set to zero 0
0 for the unrestricted parameters
0

w = w+ (wl. *wl') . *w_mat__l; 0 w contains the matrix w_hat for the 0
0 unrestricted parameters in the above form 0
Output file = heckw.out off;
w_mat_l = w;
screen on;

/******************************************************************f
/***************
Model Specification
***********/
/*********•********************************************************/
/*

Help Procedures

proc (1) • _ALPHA(theta);
local a,t;
t=theta;
a=t [1] |t[2] |t [3] 11 [4] ;
retp(a) ;
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*/

endp;
proc (1)=_GA(theta) ;
local ga,g0,gl,g2,g3,g4,t;
t=theta;
gO=zeros (1,3) - t[14] ~ t[15] ~ zeros(l,4);
gl-t[5:13]';
g2=t[16:20]';
g3-t[16:20]';
g4«t[16:20]';
gl~gl~zeros(1,15);
g2=g0~g2~zeros(1,10);
g3=g0~zeros(1,5)~g3~zeros(1,5);
g4=g0~zeros(1,10)~g4;
ga=glIg2|g3|g4;
retp(ga);
endp ;

proc (1)=_S1(theta);
local sl,t;
t=theta;
sl = (miss(0,0)-t[21]~t[22]~t[23])I
(t [21 ] -miss (0, 0) ~t [24] ~t [24] ) |
(t[22]~t[24]~miss(0,0)~t[24]) |
(t [23] ~t [24] ~t [24] -miss (0, 0) ) ;
sl = omres(_LA(theta),sl, sig_h_l);
retp(sl);
endp;
proc (1)=_LA(theta);
local la,t;
t=theta;
la = (1 ~
(0 (0 ~
(0 ~
retp(la);
endp;
/*
/*
/*

0
1
0
0

0
0
-t[25]
0

0) 1
0) |
0) I
~ t [26] )

MECOSA Parameterisation

/** GROUP 1 **/
proc (1)=TAU_1 (theta);
retp(miss (0,0));
endp;

proc (1)=GAM_1(theta);
local g;
g = _LA(theta)*_ALPHA(theta);
retp(g);
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*/
*/
*/

endp;
proc (1)=PI_1(theta);
local p;
p = _LA(theta)*_GA(theta);
retp(p);
endp;
proc (1)=SIG_1(theta);
local s;
s-_LA(theta)*_S1(theta)*_LA(theta)';
retp(s) ;
endp;

/*

Starting Values

*/

let theta_s =
@ a lpha 6
@ g al
@
@ g a2 - ga6 @
@s l
@l a

6
@

2.96
-1.41
-2.39
-1.1
0.108 -0.0811
-0.54
-0.244
0.3359
-0.0658
0.1102
0.85
0 2989
-0.77
-0.39
-0.6903
-0.0917
-0.0457
-0.0618
0.196
0.69 1.102

/* Output of Help Procedures */
u_procs «("ALPHA" - &_ALPHA)
I("GAMMA" ~ fi_GA )
| ("Sl"
- &_S1)
I("LAMBDA" ~ &_LA);
/*********************** START of Step 3
RUN STEP3.PRG;
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0.7099 -0.199 0.0003 -0.43

************************/

